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MH: I spend time every week with unschooled kids (a group of 30 kids aged 2-16) and the project is 
inspiring. Thanks Pablo and the university team! 

MH: I'm curious about the process of designing with children. I'll have a closer look at the 
document. 

MH: The website address: https://nationalforestgardening.org 

JB: Great to hear about this all again. Amazing whats been achieved in such a short time. :) 

PV: whahaha Hello Fiona! Nice to see you here ;) 

PV: @Paul, inspiring to see the relational boundaries being reinvented! 

PV: Would love to spread the word! I'll reach out to you soon Paul to have a chat ;) 

JS: Great to see your approach!!!I 

GN: Love the learning together approach, ie caring and sharing! Super 

AS: Thanks Pablo, really interesting, will definitively dig deeper into this topic :-) 

ES: Hello all, live Q&A will commence in a breakout session straight after this presentation so you 
will have the opportunity to ask Pablo and Paul any questions! 

BH: I love that you are letting the kids leading their own learning with their own curiosity and 
questioning. 

BH: In my experience the concept of forest schools in UK schools needs to be re-examined in 
regards to promoting eco-literacy, your work Pablo should be an inspiration for this. There is a great 
opportunity to build out from the forest school movement. Too of 

MC: Hi Paul if you can email them to me we'll get it uploaded and added to this. 

MC: Paul, Pablo and Malika Cieremans are available for Q & A in th efollowing session accessed 
from the programme. 

DR: This is great - tailoring eco-literacy to FG. Big gap with forest schools - not much on edibles. 

FL: Hi Pablo and Paul, very happy to be here! 

MA: Great presentation and initiative, keep up the good work! 

SR: Big fan of the seminar series that the Forest Gardening scheme has put on . Also check out their 
website, some really useful resources 

SR: @Paul - Would be nice to have a slide share from your talk 

SR: @Paul. Thanks so much! 

PP: I'll find out how to do that Sophie 

PP: Will do Martin 

 


